When I Found
The Way To Your Heart
(Just As The Day, At Its Dawning)
Words by
LOUIS WESLYN
Music by
FRED. W. VANDERPOOL

Very Broad (With expression)

Before you came into my life, The world seemed dark to me;
But
The earth became a Paradise, The roses bloomed anew;

since you came, 'Tis not the same Sad world it used to be.
birds above Sang songs of love, In honor, dear, of you.

REFRAIN Tenderly with expression

Just as the day, at its dawning, Steals through the gloom of the
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THE MOST POPULAR BALLAD
Turn Back The Universe And Give Me Yesterday
NONE BETTER EVER WRITTEN
J. KEIN BRENNAN & ERNEST R. BALL

Turn back the universe and give me yesterday;
Unclasp the
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night, Your love so dear Seemed to appear, With all its sunshine
bright. Just as all nature awakens,
As by some strange magic art, At last I could see What life meant to me, When
I found the way to your heart. I found the way to your heart.

'Twas Only An Irishman's Dream

RENNIE GORMACK

Sure the shamrocks were growing on Broad-way. Ev-ry girl was an I-rish col-leen.
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